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LOST 
EMPIRES 
Discover the

Peru, the fascinating country in South America; a distillation of the wildest 

landscapes, the inherited customs, traditions, and the most sophisticated culture 

of the ancient South American, connecting us back to the source of cultural identity 

and the historical sites.  

After a thousand years of history, the archaeological sites and the mixture of Peru 

cultural traditions have resulted in a wide diversity of expressions in fields such as art, 

cuisine, music, and fashion. 

Peru is definitely an infinite inspiration. BONIA brings you The Lost Empires - the 

heights of the Andes, the lost Architecture Inca, the sacred cities, bright bold colours, 

textured handwoven fabrics and crafty geometrical stone patterns; truly bringing you 

the Peruvian inspiration into its new  Spring Summer 2017 Collections.

BONIA fashion designers are increasingly transcending barriers as we revolutionize 

new trends through the inspiration of iconic Peru landmarks and traditional Peruvian 

culture, along with a modern touch of design creation. 

Come and discover The Lost Empires with us, as every BONIA design would never 

be the same. 
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It is amazing to discover that the Incan terraced farmland technique 

at Moray, a series of agricultural terrace on hills or mountain, was built 

to ensure sufficient agricultural food supply to the Incans for over a 

thousand years. 

Admiring the remarkable design of Incas agricultural terraces, BONIA 

gives you the gift of style – the ascending 3D concentric terraces at the 

heart of one of our iconic flower design – the Blossom Flowers. The Inca-

Blossom Collections [860220] reveal its inner beauty, with decorative 

acrylic stud and leather knot details onto the Vienna split leathers.

Sway the Inca-Blossom that comes in the chic flap bag – Nitza Collection 

[860220-101] and bucket bag – Moray Collection [860220-102] , with 

a spacious interior as easy storage for all your belongings.  The elegant 

chain shoulder strap details, add  stylishness to this signature collection.

A tribute to the Inca civilization,  Inca-Blossom Collections arose from 

the highlands of Peru, give you a mixture of white, pink, beige, and navy 

blue, lifting up your spring joy and happiness.

FLOWERS
Blossom

at incan terraces

▲ 860220-102

▲ 860220-101
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PERU
Dressing well with

geometrics
Peruvian weavers are very much geometric on its textiles, fabrics, tapestries, carpets, 

and even on their own traditional custom wear. 

Patterned shirts are a trend that is outstanding, fresh and fashionable. BONIA infuses 

one of the unique Peruvian geometric patterns –Diamond-Shaped Geometric Pattern into 

the quality Dobby fabric shirt collection [888800-0110 & 888800-0111]. The miniature 

diamond designs are exceptionally fine details and it gives a very interesting look into 

these timeless men’s shirts.

Classical stylish white shirt for men is the main trend in SS2017. Get yourself this 

masculine BONIA slim-fit cotton shirt [888802-0009]. The collection demonstrates the 

stylish details and modern tailoring.

Polo tee is a wardrobe staple for men, and this offering from BONIA is the perfect 

example. With its different gradient of gorgeous green colours of the Peruvian stripe 

formation, the yarn-dyed auto striper pique gives a nice twist on the sporty polo tee 

[08810-1948 & 08810-1949].

BONIA has embraced the unique Nazca geometric designs on this short sleeve cotton-

linen men’s shirt [08807-2178]. The subtle details, making it a great addition for your new 

summer look.

The sophisticated geometric prints and contrast paneled shirts are easily adapted. 

BONIA printed/ patterned shirts make every man underline his individuality. Wear it with 

a great deal of confidence as geometric prints are stylish and gives a different appeal to 

men’s shirts collection.

▲ 08807-2178▲ 888800-0110 ▲ 08807-2178

▲ 08810-1949▲ 888800-0111 ▲ 08810-1949

▲ 08810-1948 ▲▲ 08810-1948  08810-1948 ▲ 888802-0009
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PERU

HIGHEST
"Bag" for the

step of success

◄ 286002-002

In this SS2017, BONIA refines the style of men’s bag collection, by adding in the Inca stairs diagonal 

lines on its side, leaving a more impactful and dynamic appeal.  Get the sport-inspired look by getting 

BONIA’s grained leather backpack [286001-005]. Exquisite details such as useful inner compartments to 

keep your laptop and small items, front and back pocket, and trimmed leather adjustable nylon strap. 

Another bold creation with similar design is the hand carrying clutch [286001-002] with sturdy 

detachable strap, where it keeps your expensive smartphones, chargers, headphones and other 

personal belongings that are required to get through a busy day. 

We like the way this BONIA leather messenger bag [286002-002] modernizes the formal silhouette in 

business bag series. Fit all your work documents in this strong “elephant” grain leather bag, trimmed up 

with smooth leather. The top zipper opens to multi compartments inside – laptop compartment, small 

items compartment, and a secure inner zipped compartment. The professional bag also contains a 

zippered back pocket and a flap-over closure. 

The simple design with great materials. All three men bags look smart enough to bring to a casual 

workplace or to the high street, as they exemplify the brand’s aesthetics.

▲ 286001-005

▲ 286001-002
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Most travellers travel to Peru to visit the world-class Amazon jungle and the Inca 

city of Machu Picchu.

Thanks to the historian and explorers who brought international attention to this 

region, BONIA puts in the landmarks of both breathtaking travel destinations into 

their ultimate men’s shoes collection.

BONIA suede driving shoes [08603-3014] tends to be a little bold yet giving you 

the casual vibe. A flash of ankle without socks, showing off the high-contrast 

stitching driving shoes that are available in 3 colours - green, blue, brown, 

ensemble the landscape of the mysterious Inca civilization. 

BONIA innovates the style of classic brogue design [08628-8001], by 

transforming the outsole for extra traction and comfort. BONIA burnished 

sneaker brogues, features special back cushioning and vintage finishing inspired 

from the ancient empires. An upstanding look in contemporary design combining 

traditional brogue with trendy sneaker. Discover the stylish leather sneaker 

brogue in blue, green, and brown.

As we walk through the enthralling Peruvian Amazaon jungle, we spotted BONIA 

Croco Derby [08620-0056], with its exotic embossed crocodile embellishments 

on this lace-up derby. Special back cushioning ensures heel comfort, this classic 

lace-up derby shoes  matches well with your formal wear or smart casual attire.

It is hard to trace the camouflage animals hidden in the Amazon jungle, but it is 

easy to hunt for the trendy camouflage prints on BONIA men’s shoes collection 

this season. BONIA Camo Suede Series [08628-6002] stretches out the jungle 

vibe of camouflage printed suede leather, a darker camouflage giving you a more 

subtle look.

Let your shoes give the look of the one-of-a-kind character. Style your feet with 

the grandeur and mysterious Peru inspiration. 

FEET ON
Keep your

the Peru ground

▲ 08603-3014 ▲ 08620-0056 ▲ 08628-6002

▲ 08628-8001
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In the magical land of Peru, each hand weaved textile tells you the 

story of the natives’ cultural heritage. Experience colours of life in 

style with BONIA ladies’ shoes collection, inspired by the rainbow-

coloured Vinicunca Mountain.

Slip into BONIA comfortable and stylish leather mules [08314-

2137M] with the elegant shoe laces on top. Punch hole details 

representing Peru beads, providing a good arch support on top of 

the 3-inch heel. Opt for this pair of sleek heeled mules for a chic 

look, either in black or beige colour.

The 2-inch Peruvian Geometric Block Mary Jane Heel [08333-

0410H] comes with full leather with suede piping trim surrounding 

the vamp; highlighting curves and structures of the shoes. Put 

on this pair of elegant heels in black, cappuccino or apricot color. 

Finally, complete your stylish look with a floral puff dress or a simple 

top with your casual jeans. 

BONIA classic ballerinas [08333-0415B] bring out a contemporary 

touch to the classic design. The signature gold studs at the back 

cap, and the sophisticated leather (on the upper part and insole) are 

the classy details of this collection.

The feminine loafers trend became ubiquitous over the years. 

Stylish as it is, this pair of pointed-toe loafers with half inch Oxford 

heel [08318-0026L] brings out a more feminine trend. The foldable 

soft back caps offer you versatile style, either as the full slip-on or 

as mules. This smooth leather loafers come in black, brown, or dark 

turquoise.

Asymmetric-Vamp Peep Toe Heels (08323-0012H) simply elevates 

things to a whole new level. Standing tall at 3-inch high, these black 

and brown heels provide comfort from the leather insole, giving you 

a good arch support, so that your unique foot will have less muscle 

strain, as well as helping you to maintain balance as you walk 

throughout the day.

Channel this timeless and contemporary ladies’ shoes trend with 

the vibrant colours, special geometric designs, and unique elements 

of Peru.

▲ 08314-2137M

▲
 08333-0410H

▲ 08333-0415B

▲08318-0026L

▲
08

32
3-

00
12

H

FOOTSTEP
Follow the

of Peru motifs and colours
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MAGNIFICENT
Exploration of the

nazca lines
Declared as "Archaeological World Heritage Site" by 

UNESCO, the hundreds of ancient geoglyphs (Nazca 

Lines) in the Nazca Desert still remain as mysterious. Was 

it a creation by the magnificent ancient Nazca in between 

500 BCE and 500 CE? A remarkable masterpiece of god 

creation? Ritual astronomical functions perhaps? The most 

amazing fact is how the drawings were being done in a 

single line that never crosses over, wondering if these were 

the man-made wonders?

We took a flight over the Nazca Lines, and reach out to 

the 3 of the most famous Nazca Lines - the iridescent 

hummingbird, the quick-witted monkey and spider. By 

depicting these massive living creatures in BONIA’s Nazca 

Collection [860247], the mysterious Nazca Lines carved 

into the sling bag with a detachable strap and pouches, 

giving those ancient astronauts glyphs a cool factor.

The Spider geoglyph in the Nazca Desert isn’t an 

ordinary spider; it belongs to the members of the rare 

species Ricinulei, or sometimes it was named as hooded 

tickspiders. Such an extravagantly creature we can see, 

as a cluster of golden spiders dance across BONIA leather 

backpack [860251]. Black, red, and dark blue dominate the 

colour palette. This mini or medium sized back-to-school 

style takes you to your next travel adventure.

▲ 860251

▲ 860247
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What started as a dream becomes a soaring flight of transformation. Travelling 

around the world, fill your life with adventures. Through colourful and extraordinary 

worlds, BONIA travels to Manu National Park in Peru, one of the most biodiverse 

areas on the planet. The country's largest tropical rainforest reserve. UNESCO 

World Heritage Site that protects over 2 million hectares full of flora and some of the 

world's highly endangered species.

BONIA presents you Blue Morpho Collection [860234]. The fluttering Morpho 

butterflies showcase its majestic and attractiveness through dynamic use of 

texture, colour, and decorations. Made of the classic Saffiano leather, Blue Morpho 

butterflies fly across the tote bag shape and on its wider leather strap, spreading 

their wings with their beautiful colours -   mint, black, red, light pink colour.

This collection is even more beautiful, graceful and enchanting  with its flattering 

tassel and golden accessories. This versatile style can be work on the shoulder 

or simply just handcarry with  adjustable double handles. BONIA Blue Morpho 

Collection, a style of being brilliant, beautiful and exotic. The beauty of absolute.

SOCIALITE
Flying high with the

Butterfly

▲ 860234
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MIGTHY IN 
COLOR

Small in size

I love seeing the colourful costumes and textiles when I travel 

to Peru. Handmade, natural dyes, bright colours, symbolic 

embroidery… A walk to the handicraft markets in Cusco or the 

Sacred Valley could just cheer you up, creating the characteristic 

love for bright colours of Peru.

Hence, the colours of Peru will breathe new life into BONIA small 

leather goods in the SS2017 collection.

The BONIA signature blossom motif is having a highly personal affair 

in various types of small leather goods.

Clinch on your wrists with BONIA leather bangle [083A1-0037] as 

our signature daisy motifs embellished with gold stud for a modern 

contemporary touch. There are various colours of daisy design for you to choose from – white, blue, 

pastel red, green and black.

It’s the little things that make life big. Presenting you BONIA backpack charm [083C1-0007] that has 

a zip closure, gold tone clasp and key ring. This will be an alternate cute way to keep coins and small 

accessories like earrings and rings. Allow this miniature backpack self-express its beauty bag charm 

on your handbag, with colour choices of  blue, sky blue, green and black.

Grab this compact and simple leather pouch with removable strap collection [083C1-0005]. Store 

all your cards, cash and other small essentials in its open pocket compartment, so that all your small 

items are well organized and well-kept. Choose your favourite sleek colours – black, red, mustard, 

grey and pink for this collection.

BONIA colourful small leather goods provide you with essentials whenever and whatever the need be.  

Efficient, organised, or a makeover for your bag. Small things in life are always beautiful.

▲ 083C1-0005

▲ 083A1-0037

▲ 083C1-0007
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▲ BE60055S | C4

EYEWEAR
collection with crystal from Swarovski®

BONIA first

Innovation and creativity have always driven BONIA fashion into endless fashion 

exploration, pioneering collaborations, and relentless attention into detail. In this 

upcoming SS2017, BONIA eyewear collections inject sophisticated look with a 

glamour touch of Swarovski® crystals, uplifting the brand in a trendy and elegant way.

Swarovski is the premium brand for the finest crystal embellishments since 1985. 

Available in a myriad of colors, effects, shapes and sizes, crystals from Swarovski 

offer designers a fabulous palette of inspiration, and are produced according to the 

innovative, lead free* Advanced Crystal standard.

Today, BONIA is introducing its stunning purple tortoise eyeglass with the use of 100% 

original Swarovski crystals. They can be recognized by the ‘Crystals from Swarovski®’ 

Seal, which serves as a certificate of authenticity that identifies products made with 

genuine Swarovski crystals

Products made using Swarovski crystals are recognizable by 

the ‘Crystals from Swarovski’ seal. Created using high-security 

hologram technology on silver foil, it bears the words ‘Crystals from 

Swarovski’, together with founder Daniel Swarovski’s signature, and 

the year in which Swarovski was established: ‘Since 1895’. 

To check the authenticity of the Swarovski® seal tag, visit the 

following Swarovski® website : Crystals from Swarovski®’ 

Verification Site

BONIA EYEWEAR Verification Code : EXV0 X2U5 XZMX P7U6 

Adopt the retro & chic style with this pair of speckled tortoise 

black on pink vintage sunglass. This tortoiseshell acetate 

sunglass features an oversized, round frame with our signature 

BONIA heart shaped logo at the temple. The polarized lens also 

provides 100% UV protection coatings to protect your eyes 

from harmful UV light, no matter where your day brings you.

▲ BE20047P | C3
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A TASTE OF STUNNING 
NEW BOUTIQUES

▲ Lot G-122, AEON Mall Tebrau City (Johor, Malaysia)

▲ Lot G-148, Design Village Outlet (Penang, Malaysia)

▲ Unit G.22 & 26, Ground Floor, Trans Studio Mall Makassar (Indonesia)

Experience unique shopping experience at your most 

convenience, as BONIA opened another three new 

luxury boutiques at BONIA Boutique Trans Studio Mall 

Makassar (Indonesia), AEON Mall Tebrau City (Johor, 

Malaysia) and BONIA Design Village Outlet (Penang, 

Malaysia).

The 969 sqft boutique at Trans Studio Mall Makassar 

marks as the 9th boutique in Indonesia, with its 

rapid growth of outlet expansion in all main cities of 

Indonesia - Jakarta, Medan, Surabaya, Bandung, and 

Bekasi. 

BONIA boutique is excited to be at AEON Mall 

Tebrau City, one of the biggest AEON shopping malls 

in Malaysia, as well as at Design Village Outlet in 

Penang, the only premium outlet mall in Peninsular 

Malaysia’s northern corridor. 

Our shoppers would be able to enjoy a greater and 

luxury shopping experience, thanks to our members' 

valued support and confidence towards our brand.

BONIA DIVULGES, REDESIGNED & RELOCATED 
BOUTIQUES

Shopping at BONIA boutiques is always 

a  unique and luxury experience, as the 

brand speaks on its own through the 

boutique design. 

BONIA boutique at Grand Indonesia was 

given a facelift -  Modern, Elegant and 

Contemporary appeal with the beauties 

of the boutique surroundings. 

BONIA is also proud to present our 

latest boutique design concept at 

Tanjungan Plaza 3 (Indonesia) and 

Sky Avenue Genting (Malaysia), as 

both boutiques have been relocated 

at a more strategic location of the 

entertainment outlets.

Visit our new boutique concept, to allow 

yourself a more pleasant and conducive 

shopping experience at BONIA 

boutiques.

▲ Lot T2B-23, Sky Avenue Genting (Pahang, Malaysia)

▲ Unit 53-54, 2nd Floor, Tanjung Plaza 3 
(Surabaya, Indonesia)

▲ Unit 21, UG Floor, West Mall, Grand Indonesia 
(Jakarta Indonesia)
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12 August 2016, Vietnam – BONIA held the 

“Style Me” Week in BONIA Pop Up Store at 

Takashimaya, Ho Chi Minh City. There was a 

lot of interesting engagement activities such 

as showcasing the latest Sonia Collection, 

exclusive member deals, selfie contest, and 

live drawing portraits by Mr. Kim Mai, Thuyet.

BONIA “STYLE ME” WEEK

0404
01 – 26 October 2016 @ Takashimaya, Singapore - A gaze of Takashimaya’s 23rd 

Anniversary in Singapore and the 50th Anniversary of Singapore-Japan diplomatic 

relations mark a more meaningful event. BONIA collaborates with Gelyn Ong, a 

12 year old young Singaporean artist, to design 11 pieces of Limited Edition 

Sonia Bags. As explained by Gelyn Ong, the special Sonia Collection features 

whimsical pieces of art with a touch of Japanese culture - Nishikigoi (English: Koi 

Fish), stands for feminity, tanchōzuru (English: Cranes), the meaning of good luck, 

and Maneki-Neko (English: Lucky Cat) which means good fortune.  The artistic 

bidding charity project has successfully raised up to $10,800 and part of the 

proceeds will go towards Club Rainbow, a non-profit organisation who provides 

compassionate services to chronically ill children and their families.

BID ARTY BAG FOR 
A GOOD CAUSE 

0303

17 - 25 Nov 2016, Indonesia -  The international luxury fashion 

brand is proud to be the sponsor for Afgan’s concert titled 

SIDES in Surabaya. Afgansyah Reza, or more fondly known as 

Afgan on stage, is a young and talented singer songwriter in 

Indonesia. The positive synergy between music and fashion are 

always remarkable, as Afgan is a sporty and friendly celebrity, 

reflecting BONIA brand values, which are modern, elegant and 

contemporary.

On 17 Nov 2016, BONIA together with Afgan, held the ‘Meet 

and Greet Afgan’ session in BONIA boutique, Tunjungan Plaza 

Surabaya. Invited media representatives, the loyal fans, BONIA 

members, Indonesia’s social media influencers such as Julia 

Setiawan, Amanda Kohar, Wulan Wu, Herman Arifin, Lisa 

Gunawan, Brigitta Monique and Cella Vanessa were present 

in the event. By showing Afgan concert tickets, the fans or 

BONIA customers stand a chance to meet Afgan face to face 

and take up-close photos with the superstar. On 25 Nov 2016, 

Afgan gave a lively and adrenaline-filled moments with his fans 

in his concert – SIDES, in Ballroom EIGHTY9 Ciputra World 

Surabaya.

As BONIA is moving towards the contemporary art and music, 

we wish to be more proactive and to have more interesting 

collaborations between fashion and arts.

0505

BONIA PRESENTS 
AFGAN CONCERT 
- SIDES
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